How to accept your room offer
LU Accommodation

1. Email
   LU Accommodation will contact you on the email address registered in your housing account. Please check your email regularly as well as the spam inbox.

2. Accept the room offer
   Log on to your housing account to view the room offer. Please note that the offer is only available during a limited time period (usually 7 days) and if you do not accept the offer before the deadline the room will be offered to another applicant and your housing application will be rejected.

3. Pay the deposit
   All tenants need to pay a deposit of SEK 2000. The deposit is paid online via your housing account.

4. Pay the first rent
   - The rent is paid in advance each month.
   - The first rent has a fixed deadline and is usually set to the last day of the month before the start date of the contract.
   - An example: For students with a contract beginning the 11th January the deadline for the first rental payment is the 31st December.

5. Complete the induction
   The purpose of the induction is to inform you of what will happen when you arrive in Lund, and to answer some of the most frequently asked questions regarding housing. The induction can be found on your housing account.

6. Pick up keys
   - All steps above must have been completed before picking up the keys.
   - Keys will only be handed out to you in person.
   - You will be asked to show your passport and your Letter of Acceptance or Notification of selection results.

Keys can be picked up at our reception at Wistrupsgatan 8 in Lund during visiting hours or at Arrival Day 9th January 2018.